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Docket Number: DOS-2019-0039

Re: Emergency Submission Comment on Immigrant Health Insurance Coverage

October 31, 2019

To whom it may concern:

The undersigned organizations write in response to the Emergency Submission Comment on Immigrant Health Insurance Coverage. This 48-hour comment period—and the entire underlying proclamation—is not an emergency. This is just the latest brick in your administration’s “invisible wall” that puts an extremist racial and political agenda ahead of the nation’s interests and the law of the land.

We support a nation where all are truly equal, immigration is recognized as a strength, and individuals have access to the essentials of life without regard to where they were born. As part of this vision, we support access to comprehensive, affordable health care—and efforts to strengthen and protect the hospitals, community health centers, and providers who work tirelessly to deliver high quality care to their patients. Unfortunately, due largely to the policies of this administration, the number of people in the United States without health insurance increased last year for the first time in more than a decade.

We specifically oppose the collection of information on health insurance status as proposed in this Emergency Submission Comment. In fact, we strongly oppose the underlying October 4, 2019 proclamation mandating that visa applicants abroad buy health insurance. This proclamation is not about improving access to health care or making sure hospitals are paid. Instead, it serves as yet another constraint on legal immigration, imposing a wealth test that will disproportionately harm people of color. Like the Muslim ban or the public charge regulation, it sends one message: if you’re not white and wealthy, you’re not welcome here.

The proclamation actually threatens to undermine the nation’s health. It restricts immigrants’ ability to purchase comprehensive health insurance available through the Affordable Care Act (ACA) marketplaces. Congress elected to make lawfully residing immigrants eligible for subsidized marketplace coverage because doing so advances the health of our nation. The proclamation puts the nation’s health at risk by ignoring Congress and instead requiring individuals to buy costly and less comprehensive health coverage.

Notably, the proclamation allows short-term plans, which do not comply with the Affordable Care Act’s consumer protections, to qualify as “acceptable” coverage. Frequently referred to as “junk plans,” short-term plans lack comprehensive coverage and can be prohibitively expensive for individuals with pre-existing conditions. This isn’t promoting health insurance—this is putting a barrier between individuals and the coverage for which they are eligible. In fact, forcing immigrants to avoid comprehensive insurance could increase uncompensated care costs for providers, when patients can’t afford needed health care that is not covered by these bare-bones plans.

There is still time to protect the nation’s health before the proclamation goes into effect. We call on you to rescind this proclamation before it goes into effect.
Sincerely,
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